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Motivation

• Indices to speed up query 
processing of selections

• Memory traffic to assess 
lookup and maintenance 
costs

• Integration with merge 
process to minimize 
maintenance costs
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Query distribution by elapsed time (Customer System)
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In-Memory 
Column Store

• Column consists of typically large, read-only 
main partition and smaller, writable delta 
partition

• Insert-only mode

• Queries are executed on main and delta 
partition simultaneously 
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Main Partition

• The value domain is encoded 
in a sorted dictionary

• Column is stored as vector 
of bit-packed value-ids, called 
the attribute vector

• High compression and high 
scan speed
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Delta Partition

• Delta partition’s values are stored 
uncompressed in a vector (D)

• CSB+ tree index stores value to 
position information (T)

• Fast operations on small delta partition
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Merge Process

• Delta is uncompressed and therefore large

• The performance decreases, if the delta 
partition grows too large

• Merge main and delta partition from time to 
time to create a new main partition
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Group-Key Index 
Structure I

• Inverted index

• Index is only applied to the main partition

• Index maps value-ids to positions

• Index consists of two bit-packed structures: 
index offsets (I) and index postings (P)
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Group-Key Index 
Structure II
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Figure 3.1: Group-Key Index Architecture.

row count of the table. We define Aj as the size in bits that is needed to address every
position in the main partition as given in Formula 3.5.

Ej

C

=Álog2 |Uj

M|Ë
Aj =Álog2 N

M

Ë (3.5)
|Uj

M| Æ N
M

∆ Ej

C

Æ Aj (3.6)

As a consequence of the implication given in Equation 3.6 the bit-packed posting
structure Pjis always greater or equal in size to the attribute vector (equal in case of
100 percent distinct values). Accordingly, since the compressed value length Ej

C is at
least 1 bit (only two distinct values), the posting structure’s maximum size in relation
to the attribute vector is Álog2(NM

)Ë. This means as much as a 32-fold increase of the
memory footprint of the attribute vector for tables with 231 to 232 entries and only two
distinct values. This shows, that Group-Key Index might not always be beneficial.

We will investigate the implications on the viability of index usage in Section 4.3.
To overcome the high memory consumption problem, we investigate non-dense indices
like the Start-Stop Index briefly in Section 3.3.2.

3.1.2 Compression of the Group-Key Index

We now define how the structures of the Group-Key Index are compressed.

Compression of the Index O�set List For every value-id the correct o�set and its
successor need to be determinable in O(1), e.g. Ij needs to be directly addressable to
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Group-Key Index 
Structure II
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and verify the conclusions in our prototype in the following
section.

The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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Figure 1: A Group-Key index on the Main Partition

1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.

MT

Step1 =2 · N0
M

· L + N

0
M

· A

j

8
bytes (5)

MT

Step2 =4 · (|U0j
M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (6)

MT

Step3 =4 · L · N0
M

+ N

0
M

· A

j

8
bytes (7)

Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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row count of the table. We define Aj as the size in bits that is needed to address every
position in the main partition as given in Formula 3.5.
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As a consequence of the implication given in Equation 3.6 the bit-packed posting
structure Pjis always greater or equal in size to the attribute vector (equal in case of
100 percent distinct values). Accordingly, since the compressed value length Ej

C is at
least 1 bit (only two distinct values), the posting structure’s maximum size in relation
to the attribute vector is Álog2(NM

)Ë. This means as much as a 32-fold increase of the
memory footprint of the attribute vector for tables with 231 to 232 entries and only two
distinct values. This shows, that Group-Key Index might not always be beneficial.

We will investigate the implications on the viability of index usage in Section 4.3.
To overcome the high memory consumption problem, we investigate non-dense indices
like the Start-Stop Index briefly in Section 3.3.2.
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We now define how the structures of the Group-Key Index are compressed.
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j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I
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for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.
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0j
. We use I

0j
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as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
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0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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bytes (7)

Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.
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(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.
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M| + 1) · A
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bytes (3)
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bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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respective position in I
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over I
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for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I
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3. Creating postings in P
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. We use I
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as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
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M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up
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[i] and write the current position in V
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M to P
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To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I
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is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.
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In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
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j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j
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bytes (3)
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Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Step1 =2 · N0
M

· L + N

0
M

· A

j

8
bytes (5)

MT

Step2 =4 · (|U0j
M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (6)
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Step3 =4 · L · N0
M

+ N

0
M

· A
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8
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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Figure 3.1: Group-Key Index Architecture.

row count of the table. We define Aj as the size in bits that is needed to address every
position in the main partition as given in Formula 3.5.

Ej

C

=Álog2 |Uj

M|Ë
Aj =Álog2 N

M

Ë (3.5)
|Uj

M| Æ N
M

∆ Ej

C

Æ Aj (3.6)

As a consequence of the implication given in Equation 3.6 the bit-packed posting
structure Pjis always greater or equal in size to the attribute vector (equal in case of
100 percent distinct values). Accordingly, since the compressed value length Ej

C is at
least 1 bit (only two distinct values), the posting structure’s maximum size in relation
to the attribute vector is Álog2(NM

)Ë. This means as much as a 32-fold increase of the
memory footprint of the attribute vector for tables with 231 to 232 entries and only two
distinct values. This shows, that Group-Key Index might not always be beneficial.

We will investigate the implications on the viability of index usage in Section 4.3.
To overcome the high memory consumption problem, we investigate non-dense indices
like the Start-Stop Index briefly in Section 3.3.2.

3.1.2 Compression of the Group-Key Index

We now define how the structures of the Group-Key Index are compressed.

Compression of the Index O�set List For every value-id the correct o�set and its
successor need to be determinable in O(1), e.g. Ij needs to be directly addressable to
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The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
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j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
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(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j
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bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N
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· A
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bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I
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. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up
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copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P
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To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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j , where positions in the at-
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In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
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Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.
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Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N
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and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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new structure I
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respective position in I
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2. Creating o↵sets for P
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. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P
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. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
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[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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Figure 3.1: Group-Key Index Architecture.

row count of the table. We define Aj as the size in bits that is needed to address every
position in the main partition as given in Formula 3.5.

Ej

C

=Álog2 |Uj

M|Ë
Aj =Álog2 N

M

Ë (3.5)
|Uj

M| Æ N
M

∆ Ej

C

Æ Aj (3.6)

As a consequence of the implication given in Equation 3.6 the bit-packed posting
structure Pjis always greater or equal in size to the attribute vector (equal in case of
100 percent distinct values). Accordingly, since the compressed value length Ej

C is at
least 1 bit (only two distinct values), the posting structure’s maximum size in relation
to the attribute vector is Álog2(NM

)Ë. This means as much as a 32-fold increase of the
memory footprint of the attribute vector for tables with 231 to 232 entries and only two
distinct values. This shows, that Group-Key Index might not always be beneficial.

We will investigate the implications on the viability of index usage in Section 4.3.
To overcome the high memory consumption problem, we investigate non-dense indices
like the Start-Stop Index briefly in Section 3.3.2.

3.1.2 Compression of the Group-Key Index

We now define how the structures of the Group-Key Index are compressed.

Compression of the Index O�set List For every value-id the correct o�set and its
successor need to be determinable in O(1), e.g. Ij needs to be directly addressable to
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and verify the conclusions in our prototype in the following
section.

The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.
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In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A
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bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N
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· A
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bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once
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0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I
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. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P
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. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up
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copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I
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is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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Figure 3.1: Group-Key Index Architecture.

row count of the table. We define Aj as the size in bits that is needed to address every
position in the main partition as given in Formula 3.5.

Ej

C

=Álog2 |Uj

M|Ë
Aj =Álog2 N

M

Ë (3.5)
|Uj

M| Æ N
M

∆ Ej

C

Æ Aj (3.6)

As a consequence of the implication given in Equation 3.6 the bit-packed posting
structure Pjis always greater or equal in size to the attribute vector (equal in case of
100 percent distinct values). Accordingly, since the compressed value length Ej

C is at
least 1 bit (only two distinct values), the posting structure’s maximum size in relation
to the attribute vector is Álog2(NM

)Ë. This means as much as a 32-fold increase of the
memory footprint of the attribute vector for tables with 231 to 232 entries and only two
distinct values. This shows, that Group-Key Index might not always be beneficial.

We will investigate the implications on the viability of index usage in Section 4.3.
To overcome the high memory consumption problem, we investigate non-dense indices
like the Start-Stop Index briefly in Section 3.3.2.

3.1.2 Compression of the Group-Key Index

We now define how the structures of the Group-Key Index are compressed.

Compression of the Index O�set List For every value-id the correct o�set and its
successor need to be determinable in O(1), e.g. Ij needs to be directly addressable to
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and verify the conclusions in our prototype in the following
section.

The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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0
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j

8
bytes (7)

Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.

and verify the conclusions in our prototype in the following
section.

The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.

and verify the conclusions in our prototype in the following
section.

The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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row count of the table. We define Aj as the size in bits that is needed to address every
position in the main partition as given in Formula 3.5.

Ej

C

=Álog2 |Uj

M|Ë
Aj =Álog2 N

M

Ë (3.5)
|Uj

M| Æ N
M

∆ Ej

C

Æ Aj (3.6)

As a consequence of the implication given in Equation 3.6 the bit-packed posting
structure Pjis always greater or equal in size to the attribute vector (equal in case of
100 percent distinct values). Accordingly, since the compressed value length Ej

C is at
least 1 bit (only two distinct values), the posting structure’s maximum size in relation
to the attribute vector is Álog2(NM

)Ë. This means as much as a 32-fold increase of the
memory footprint of the attribute vector for tables with 231 to 232 entries and only two
distinct values. This shows, that Group-Key Index might not always be beneficial.

We will investigate the implications on the viability of index usage in Section 4.3.
To overcome the high memory consumption problem, we investigate non-dense indices
like the Start-Stop Index briefly in Section 3.3.2.

3.1.2 Compression of the Group-Key Index

We now define how the structures of the Group-Key Index are compressed.

Compression of the Index O�set List For every value-id the correct o�set and its
successor need to be determinable in O(1), e.g. Ij needs to be directly addressable to
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and verify the conclusions in our prototype in the following
section.

The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.

MT

Step1 =2 · N0
M

· L + N

0
M

· A

j

8
bytes (5)

MT

Step2 =4 · (|U0j
M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (6)

MT

Step3 =4 · L · N0
M

+ N

0
M

· A

j

8
bytes (7)

Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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section.

The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.
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Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
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M and the bit-packed attribute vector V
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M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I
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maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
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(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j
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bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N
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· A
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bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P
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. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V
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M, obtain the write-o↵set from I
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copy

, by looking up
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0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V
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M to P
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To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
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j
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M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
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The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
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maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.
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Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.
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Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.
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Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N
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of the new dictionary U
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M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I
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copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.
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Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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row count of the table. We define Aj as the size in bits that is needed to address every
position in the main partition as given in Formula 3.5.

Ej

C

=Álog2 |Uj

M|Ë
Aj =Álog2 N

M

Ë (3.5)
|Uj

M| Æ N
M

∆ Ej

C

Æ Aj (3.6)

As a consequence of the implication given in Equation 3.6 the bit-packed posting
structure Pjis always greater or equal in size to the attribute vector (equal in case of
100 percent distinct values). Accordingly, since the compressed value length Ej

C is at
least 1 bit (only two distinct values), the posting structure’s maximum size in relation
to the attribute vector is Álog2(NM

)Ë. This means as much as a 32-fold increase of the
memory footprint of the attribute vector for tables with 231 to 232 entries and only two
distinct values. This shows, that Group-Key Index might not always be beneficial.

We will investigate the implications on the viability of index usage in Section 4.3.
To overcome the high memory consumption problem, we investigate non-dense indices
like the Start-Stop Index briefly in Section 3.3.2.

3.1.2 Compression of the Group-Key Index

We now define how the structures of the Group-Key Index are compressed.

Compression of the Index O�set List For every value-id the correct o�set and its
successor need to be determinable in O(1), e.g. Ij needs to be directly addressable to
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
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M,Vj
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the memory of Xj
M can be freed).

3.6 Index-Aware Column Merge
In this section present first a naïve apporach to index maintenance,
which is to rebuild the Dense Consecutive Bitcompressed Index after
a merge process. Afterwards we will integrate the index-relevant
maintenance parts into the optimized merge algorithm.

3.6.1 Rebuild Dense Consecutive Index after Merge

TODO: Advantages: All information given for building the
best compression? To obtain an Dense Consecutive Bitcom-
pressed Index to the newly merged main partition we run an in-
dexing process after the each execution of the merge process. The
indexing process consists of three steps:

(1) Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a new struc-
ture IÕjwith size |UÕj

M| + 1 and iterate once over VÕj
M and count

the occurrences of value ids at their respective position in IÕj.
(2) Creating o�sets for PÕjin IÕj. By iterating once over Ij we

create the prefix-sum of IÕj, creating o�sets for the PÕjstructure.
Additionally we create an exact copy IÕj

copy, which is used in the
next step.

(3) Creating postings in PÕj. We IÕj
copy as a write counter. We

iterate once again over all elements i œ VÕj
M, obtain the write-

o�set from IÕj
copy, by looking up IÕj

copy[i] and write the current
position in VÕj

M to PÕj. To ensure that further writes regarding
the same value id are directed to the next position in PÕj, we
increase the write-o�set at IÕj

copy[i] after every read by 1.

IÕj
copy can be deleted afterwards. IÕj and PÕj represent the new Dense

Consecutive Bitcompressed Index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent
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dictionaries

2. Update main partition’s value-ids

Column Merge Index Creation

Optimzied Merge Process
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Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj
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Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj
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Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
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Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄j
M,⁄j

D

Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj
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D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D
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Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L
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Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ij
value

id

, e = Ij
value

id

+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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architectures. An unclustered index is build on top of arbitrary ordered data,
while a clustered index changes the table order, and puts it in the order of the
indexed attribute. For this work, we do not assume that a table is reordered in
any form, since these techniques are not working well with the employed bit-
compression, which allows us to keep the whole database in-memory. According
to [24] the TODO: which tree? CSS tree adds about twice the storage
footprint of an ordered array. With our arbitrary ordered column, the storage
overhead is most likely to increase further, and during query evaluation, the
tree has to be traversed. The high storage costs and the O(logn) search time do
not compare well to the other index structures, which are optimized for read-
only access. We therefore consider tree structures only for the delta partition, as
shown in Figure 2.11. Here we observe, that the CSB+ tree, which is updated

0
1
2
3
4

Delta (Uncompressed)
DJ

bravo
charlie
golf

charlie
young

ND

golf

charlie young

bravo charlie golf young

(0) (1, 3) (2) (4)

(#): Index to Delta Partition

CSB+ tree

Fig. 2.11. TODO: The dashed highlights mark cachemisses for finding the
positions for golf. nene, das sind die werte die zusammen gespeichert werden.

on every insert into the delta partition, can be used to build the dictionary
by traversing all leave nodes of the tree. Additionally, the list of positions into
the delta partition can be used to update the index. Its length provides the
frequency of a value in the delta partition, and the position plus the size of the
main partition corresponds to the new position in the merged column.

The CSB+ Tree Index will be denoted by Tj in the following section of this
thesis.

2.4.4 Paged Index

We define a paged index with page size s to be a mapping from value-ids
to pages which contain the value. A page contains s records and is a well-
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Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄j
M,⁄j

D

Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj
M,Xj

D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ij
value

id

, e = Ij
value

id

+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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architectures. An unclustered index is build on top of arbitrary ordered data,
while a clustered index changes the table order, and puts it in the order of the
indexed attribute. For this work, we do not assume that a table is reordered in
any form, since these techniques are not working well with the employed bit-
compression, which allows us to keep the whole database in-memory. According
to [24] the TODO: which tree? CSS tree adds about twice the storage
footprint of an ordered array. With our arbitrary ordered column, the storage
overhead is most likely to increase further, and during query evaluation, the
tree has to be traversed. The high storage costs and the O(logn) search time do
not compare well to the other index structures, which are optimized for read-
only access. We therefore consider tree structures only for the delta partition, as
shown in Figure 2.11. Here we observe, that the CSB+ tree, which is updated

0
1
2
3
4

Delta (Uncompressed)
DJ

bravo
charlie
golf

charlie
young

ND

golf

charlie young

bravo charlie golf young

(0) (1, 3) (2) (4)

(#): Index to Delta Partition

CSB+ tree

Fig. 2.11. TODO: The dashed highlights mark cachemisses for finding the
positions for golf. nene, das sind die werte die zusammen gespeichert werden.

on every insert into the delta partition, can be used to build the dictionary
by traversing all leave nodes of the tree. Additionally, the list of positions into
the delta partition can be used to update the index. Its length provides the
frequency of a value in the delta partition, and the position plus the size of the
main partition corresponds to the new position in the merged column.

The CSB+ Tree Index will be denoted by Tj in the following section of this
thesis.

2.4.4 Paged Index

We define a paged index with page size s to be a mapping from value-ids
to pages which contain the value. A page contains s records and is a well-

Sequential Read

Sequential Write

Random Read

Random Write
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, e = Ij
value
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+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

and verify the conclusions in our prototype in the following
section.

The contributions of this work include the first presentation
of a Group-Key index-aware column merge process and the
quantification of the performance impact.

2. GROUP-KEY INDEX
In this Section we present a dense, bit-packed Group-

Key index for the main partition of an in-memory column
j. The main partition contains two structures: the sorted
dictionary U

j

M and the bit-packed attribute vector V

j

M of
value-ids which refer to the position of the original value in
the dictionary .

The Group-Key index consists of two separate structures:
The o↵set structure I

j and the postings structure P

j . I

j

maps value-ids to o↵sets in P

j , where positions in the at-
tribute vector are recorded, at which the value-id is found.
In particular, the interval in Equation 1 contains all positions
for a value-id v.

h
P

j [Ij [v]], ...,Pj [Ij [v + 1] � 1]
i

(1)

Accordingly, all occurrences of a certain value-id can be found
with the bounds from I

j and the resulting position list from
P

j .
The relationship between the involved structures is shown

in Figure 1. As an example, the steps that are necessary to
find all positions of charlie are marked. First, the value is
translated to a value-id by performing a binary search on
U

j

M, then the according o↵sets in I

j are read (2,3), and the
referenced right-open interval from P

j is retrieved (4). Note
that the resulting list is ordered for a single-value predicate
and can be streamed directly to the next operator in the
query pipeline. For range queries a merging of the sorted
position lists is necessary.

Both structures of the Group-Key index are bit-packed
with A

j bits per value, which are needed to address a position
in the main partition, as shown in Equation 2.

A

j = dlog2(NM

)e bits (2)

Therefore, the sizes of I

j and P

j are given in Equations 3
and 4.

sizeof(Ij) =(|Uj

M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (3)

sizeof(Pj) =N

M

· A

j

8
bytes (4)

Accordingly, after the delta and main partition are merged
to form M

0, the resulting new index structure sizes depend
on the size of the new main partition N

0
M

and the cardinality
of the new dictionary U

0j
M.

3. REBUILD OF THE GROUP-KEY INDEX
After the main and delta partitions have been combined to

a new partition, the Group-Key index needs to be updated
to reflect the changes. To obtain a Group-Key index for
a column without an index, or for a newly merged main
partition we run an indexing process after the execution of
the merge process. The indexing process consists of three
steps:
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Figure 1: A Group-Key index on the Main Partition

1. Counting occurrences of value-ids. We create a
new structure I

0j with size |U0j
M| + 1 and iterate once

over V

0j
M and count the occurrences of value ids at their

respective position in I

0j .

2. Creating o↵sets for P

0j
in I

0j
. By iterating once

over I

j we create the prefix-sum of I

0j , creating o↵sets
for the P

0j structure. Additionally we create an exact
copy I

0j
copy

.

3. Creating postings in P

0j
. We use I

0j
copy

as a write
counter. We iterate once again over all elements i 2
V

0j
M, obtain the write-o↵set from I

0j
copy

, by looking up

I

0j
copy

[i] and write the current position in V

0j
M to P

0j .
To ensure that further writes regarding the same value-
id are directed to the next position in P

0j , we increase
the write-o↵set at I

0j
copy

[i] after every read by 1.

I

0j
copy

is deleted afterwards. I

0j and P

0j represent the new
Group-Key index. Step 1 and Step 3 are dependent on the
length of the new column, each executes in O(|V0j

M|). Step
2 is dependent on the length of the dictionary, O(|U0j

M|).
The memory tra�c of Step 1 consists of reading the at-

tribute vector and writing the positions. Because no inherent
order between consecutive values can be assumed, every
write-operation of I

0j
copy

and P

j will possibly be directed to-
wards a di↵erent cacheline. The memory tra�c, including the
fetch-for-write component, of Step 1 is given in Equation 5.

In Step 2, the index o↵sets structure is modified sequen-
tially, and copied. Its size is (|U0j

M| + 1) · A0j bits, and the
memory tra�c is given in Equation 6. In Step 3 the attribute
vector is read sequentially, and the postings-structure and
the o↵set-write-counter are written randomly, leading to the
read and write of a cacheline each. Equation 7 summarizes
the costs of Step 3.

MT

Step1 =2 · N0
M

· L + N

0
M

· A

j

8
bytes (5)

MT

Step2 =4 · (|U0j
M| + 1) · A

j

8
bytes (6)

MT

Step3 =4 · L · N0
M

+ N

0
M

· A

j

8
bytes (7)

Rebuilding the index by inserting all value-position pairs
into a tree structure is much less performant than the here
proposed rebuilding algorithm.
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Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

CSB+ Tree Index on Delta Partition - Tj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT

Table 3.1: Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (updated)
entry.
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CSB+ Tree Index on Delta Partition - Tj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT

Table 3.1: Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (updated)
entry.
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
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7
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11
12

apple
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delta
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hotel
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists
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Postings o!set
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
1
3
5
7
9
11
12

apple

charlie
delta
frank

bodo

hotel
inbox

4 5 6 1 3 2 0 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
1
3
5
7
9
11
12

apple

charlie
delta
frank

bodo

hotel
inbox

4 5 6 1 3 2 0 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs

Monday, August 27, 12
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists
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Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs

Monday, August 27, 12
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
1
3
5
7
9
11
12

apple

charlie
delta
frank

bodo

hotel
inbox

4 5 6 1 3 2 0 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs

Monday, August 27, 12
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
1
3
5
7
9
11
12

apple

charlie
delta
frank

bodo

hotel
inbox

4 5 6 1 3 2 0 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

+8

Outputs
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
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7
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12

apple

charlie
delta
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bodo

hotel
inbox
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs

Monday, August 27, 12
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs

Monday, August 27, 12
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
1
3
5
7
9
11
12

apple

charlie
delta
frank

bodo

hotel
inbox

4 5 6 1 3 2 0 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs

Monday, August 27, 12
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
4

1

5
6
7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
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7
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11
12

apple

charlie
delta
frank
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hotel
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs
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0
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

0
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12

apple
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delta
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs

Monday, August 27, 12
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apple
charlie
delta
frank
hotel
inbox

4
2
3
2
0
1
1
5

Value ID

0

2
3
4

1

5

0

2
3
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1

5
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7

Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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7
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apple
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delta
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1
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Value ID

0
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1
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1
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Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
9
10
11

0
1
3
5
6
7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1

Outputs
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0
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Size=8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
ld Value-id

CSB+ Leafs

0
1
2
3

bodo

hotel
frank

bodo

Uncompressed

frank

bodo 0
1

3

hotel 2

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists

8
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0
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7

Postings o!set

8

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
1
1
1
1
1
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Dictionary Entries

O
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CSB+ Leafs
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Delta Position
 Lists
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Postings o!set
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Postings 
Read o!set

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

New Value-id

12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

Position in Attribute Vector

4 5 6 1 3 11 0 10 728 9
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12 Chapter 2. Index Types

Description Unit Symbol

Number of columns in the table - NC

Number of tuples in the main/delta partition - NM ,ND

Number of tuples in the updated table - NÕ
M

For a given column j; j œ [1 . . .NC ]:

Main/delta partition of the jth column - Mj ,Dj

Merged column - MÕj

Main/delta attribute vector of thejth column. - Vj
M,Vj

D

Updated main attribute vector - VÕj
M

Sorted dictionary of the main/delta partition - Uj
M,Uj

D

Updated main dictionary - UÕj
M

Uncompressed Value-Length bytes Ej

Compressed Value-Length bits Ej
C

Compressed Value-Length after merge bits EÕj
C

Length of Address in Main Partition bits Aj

Fraction of unique values in main/delta - ⁄jM,⁄jD
Auxiliary structure for the main/delta - Xj

M,Xj
D

Extended auxiliary structure for delta - Yj
D

Delta Frequencies - Fj
D

Index O�sets / Postings - Ij ,Pj

Updated Index O�sets / Postings - IÕj ,PÕj

Bucket Pointer List / Buckets - BPj ,Bj

Cache Line size bytes L

Memory Tra�c bytes MT
Table 2.1. Symbol Definition. Entities annotated with Õ represent the merged (up-
dated) entry.

[Pj
s...Pj

e) with s = Ijvalueid , e = Ijvalueid+1

The logical itemcount of Ij is determined by the size of the dictionary Uj
M,

with one additional value to mark the end. In the current implementation the
first value is always 0, which allows for easier query code, since no edge cases
for the first or last value have to be considered. The values in Ijare strictly
increasing, all positive, and less or equal than |Mj |.

C (corresponding tuples) = 0 1 3 5 7 9 11 12

0
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1
1
1

Outputs
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Extra Memory Costs

• Maintaining the index increases costs

• The old index has to be read and the new 
index has to be written

Monday, August 27, 12
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Offset Increased 
Memory Costs

• Index decreases memory traffic during query execution by 
turning column scans into lookups

• Index maintenance increases memory traffic of merge 
process

• Break-Even point depends on column parameters

• Savings of how many queries offset the 
increased merge costs?
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Index Viability
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Figure 5: Index lookups vs. column scans in relation to
dictionary size in a uniform-distributed column. Above the
chartline are solutions to Formula 20.

columns is reached with relatively few distinct values. For
columns with a size between millions and trillions of values,
the Group-Key index lookup outperforms the column-scan,
if the dictionary size is larger than about 8 to 10 values, so
that a value in a uniform distribution appears in less than
one tenth of the fields. Smaller dictionaries lead to smaller
attribute vectors, and therefore the memory tra�c of the col-
umn scan can be lower, than reading all associated positions
from the index.

Since I

j can be used to calculate the count of each dis-
tinct value, we can refine our approximation, to allow the
query optimizer to decide at runtime between reading all
positions from the Group-Key index or to perform a column
scan, without assuming a specific distribution. Recall Fig-
ure 1: Since I

j contains o↵sets into the postings-structure
P

j , we can obtain the count of any value, represented by
its value-id as shown in Equation 21. If a range-query is
performed, the value-ids of the interval-limits are obtained,
and the occurrence-count is calculated as shown in Equation
22. Calculating Equation 21 will typically result in reading
one cacheline of L bytes, Equation 22 of two.

count(value
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We now modify Equation 20 accordingly.
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With Inequality 23 a decision for or against the usage of
the index can be made at runtime, and in the presence of a
skewed distribution. The additional memory tra�c for the
evaluation thereof is limited to the read of two cachelines, to
obtain the cardinality of the result set.

If a range query is executed, the position-lists have to be
merged, to obtain a ordered position lists, which is typically
required for the next step in a query pipeline. As shown
in [2] this can be achieved by reading all lists only once
from memory, hence the memory tra�c can be calculated as
shown.

6.3 Break-Even Point: Savings vs. Merge
With the Equations 16 and 17 given in Section 5.1 it is

possible to calculate the amount of queries that are necessary

N

M

N

0
M

�

j

�

j

Memory

10000 11000 0.05 5.27
1000000 1100000 0.05 4.34
10000000 12000000 0.0001 8.18

Table 2: Queries between merges to o↵set elevated merge
costs (�j

Memory

) for selected configurations.

to compensate the additional memory tra�c of the extended
merge process. Under the assumption that our in-memory
column store will be bandwidth-bound, optimization goes
towards reducing the overall tra�c of the system, for the
given workload. The first step to determine if maintaining a
Group-Key index is worth the extra costs of the extended
merge process, is to analyze if the extra tra�c is o↵set by
savings during query execution. Other dimensions that have
to be considered are the increased memory-demand, and
the associated initial and operational costs, but also latency
demands. However, in this paper we focus solely on the
bandwidth constraints.

We will compare the estimated savings during query execu-
tion, with the extra-tra�c of the augmented merge process.
The amount of queries that o↵set the augmented merge costs
will be referred to as �

j .
|Uj

M [ U

j

D| is estimated as shown in Equation 24, e.g the
fraction of distinct values before and after a merge process
is assumed to be relatively constant.

|Uj

M [ U

j

D| ⇡�

j · (N
M

+ N

D

) (24)

We will focus on single-value predicates, and ignore range
queries for now. In Equation 25 we put the runtime savings
and elevated merge costs into relation to obtain �

j .
MT

ExtraRead

and MT

ExtraWrite

are calculated as shown
in Equations 16 and 17 and refer to the additional memory
tra�c of the extended merge process. MT

S

is the saved
memory tra�c for each column scan that is replaced by an
index lookup, defined in Equation 19.

�

j ⇡MT

ExtraRead

+ MT

ExtraWrite

MT

S

(25)

The break-even point is therefore dependent on the distinct
values, the frequency of the merge process and the column
size. A few, selected results for Equation 25 are given in
Table 2, and a plot in Figure 6. We can conclude, that for
most common configurations, a moderate number (< 20) of
index lookups, which are performed instead of column scans,
already su�ces to o↵set the increased memory-tra�c of the
augmented index-aware merge process. However, columns
with only very few distinct values profit less, because the
index lookup has to read many positions, and a position in
P

j is in general encoded with more bits than a value-id in
the main attribute vector (see also Equation 18).

6.4 Elevated Merge Costs
The performance of the merge-process is paramount to the

overall sustainable system performance of in-memory column
stores with a separate writable partition. Our augmented
index-aware merge process raises the merge costs, and if the
system is in fact bandwidth-bound, we can calculate the
performance decrease of the merge process by calculating
the relative increase in memory tra�c, to which we refer as
⇢

j and define in Equation 26.
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Evaluation
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Conclusions

• Real-world measured CPU cycles are not only 
influenced by the memory traffic

• Increased code size

• Usage of write-combining buffers

• Memory traffic analysis allows to compare 
algorithms theoretically

• The general trend can be deducted from the analysis
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Thank you!

Martin Faust
martin.faust@hpi.uni-potsdam.de
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